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Nov 12th, 2021 
 
Greetings in this soon to be Advent Season,  
 
 In Lent I wrote to you to express deep appreciation for your ministry to our church and 
our wider communities. This is a follow up message of care and appreciation. We 
remain in the midst of unprecedented challenge within our church and as a society as 
we continue to be buffeted by the Covid19 challenges.   
 
Although, we were not trained for this particular new reality we were called be leaders 
in the midst of challenging circumstances. To offer as we are able a non-anxious 
presence and a message abiding communal care and hope. In these times a message too 
often counter to the anxious fear of dominant societal voices.  Your efforts and sacrifice 
has not gone unnoticed. We are proud to name you among our leadership. Yet, we 
know your efforts come at a greater cost in these times of deep uncertainty.  
 
As part of this thank you I want to invite you to an opportunity that is being opened to 
each one of our ministry personnel. This offering is being supported by your Region 
and Regions East though the wonderful ministry of the Prayer Bench under the capable 
leadership of the Rev. Janice MacLean.  It is our hope that this opportunity will enrich 
your Advent journey.  Let us hear form Janice as she introduces this offering.  
 
Janice writes:  
“I’m pleased to partner with the Region in providing this Advent Resource. I, too, offer 
leadership in half-time ministry to a community of faith in Riverview NB, along with 
providing resources through the Prayer Bench.  
 
This is not the fall I imagined in the pastoral charge. My resilience is Covid-thin and my 
patience is often paper thin. What helps my sense of “overwhelm” is feeling part of 
something bigger. I know this is liminal time. Our world, institutions, and structures 
are changing. Old ways are crumbling and something new is arriving. It is a time of 
potent hope. Our commitment to spiritual practice can help change the world.  
 



This is why I wrote this Advent resource. It invites us to the balcony for a glimpse of 
goodness in the muddle. It reminds us it is “not just about us” by offering a practice to 
connect with “All in all” to release the energy of hope into the world God loves.  
 
Please get your Advent “Hope Matters” resources: https://prayerbench.ca/advent-
resources-for-the-regions/   and note the permission to use in worship or a small 
group.”  
 
It is with deep appreciation and a sense of thankfulness that we make this offer. 
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